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Introduction and context

The Youth Guarantee has become a reality across the EU. It has facilitated structural reforms and innovation in policy design across EU Member States.

This document provides extracts from official Commission documents on the implementation of the Youth Guarantee in Germany. It contains extracts from:

- The country report drawn by the Commission for Germany in the context of the European Semester;
- The conclusions of the thematic multilateral surveillance review of the Employment Committee (EMCO);
- Results from the data collection on Youth Guarantee schemes.

A section at the end of the document is devoted to the assessment made by the Commission the previous year.

Germany presented a Youth Guarantee Implementation Plan on 8 April 2014.
Commission's assessment

From the 2019 country report (EN - DE):

"On the back of robust economic growth, the German labour market has continued to tighten. Employment is expected to have continued growing by 1.3% in 2018, pushing unemployment down to its structural level, a record low of 3.2% in Q4 2018, which is also highlighted in the Social Scoreboard accompanying the European Pillar of Social Rights. Employment growth in 2019 is expected to slow down as compared to 2018 as the labour market continues to show increasing signs of labour shortages. Employment and activity rates continue to improve, but more could be done to tap the potential of certain groups."

"Germany performs well on the indicators of the Social Scoreboard supporting the European Pillar of Social Rights. It has low unemployment, including youth unemployment."

"Disparities in unemployment between east and west have narrowed, yet persist. When the registered unemployment rate peaked in 2006, it was 18.7% in the eastern Länder and 9.9% in the western ones. The gap had narrowed by January 2019, with registered unemployment down to 7.1% in the east and 4.9% in the west. Though regional disparities in unemployment have narrowed, in January 2019 the registered unemployment rate was as high as 9.8% in Bremen and 8.1% in Berlin, well above that of the best performing Länder, Bavaria and Baden Württemberg (3.3%). Youth unemployment was also particularly high in Berlin in 2017, at 11.6%, compared to the national average of 6.8%.

"While Germany’s education system has some advantages, it nonetheless faces challenges in terms of equality and needs more resources, more investment. Germany ranks high in employability of recent graduates and has substantially increased participation in early childhood education and care. Still, while participation in education has risen overall, limited progress has been made on reducing the influence of socio-economic and migrant background on educational performance. Vocational education appears less attractive to young Germans relative to educational alternatives than it once did, and the provision of digital education at all levels struggles to meet Germany’s ambition as a technological leader."

"The early school leaving rate is close to the national target, but remains high among people from a migrant background. At 10.1%, the proportion of people aged between 18 and 24 who left education or training early in 2017 was close to the target of 10%. However, young people born outside Germany have a far higher early school leaving rate than those born in the country (15 pps gap). The same applies to people with disabilities compared to those without (19.1 pps gap, compared with an EU average of 12.6 pps). This gives cause for concern, given that employment opportunities for low-skilled and unskilled people are dwindling."

For further youth-related matters please refer to the country report.
EMCO's assessment

Conclusions of the Employment Committee’s multilateral surveillance review on youth employment, October 2019:

The implementation of the Youth Guarantee in Germany is very advanced. There have been continuous efforts to improve the Youth Guarantee with a number of initiatives in place, such as the youth employment agency service point, the expansion of the instrument for assisted training, and the local youth empowerment programme. The new IT system is expected to improve support for case management. The Alliance for Further Training has been renewed and the lifelong vocational guidance offer has been extended. Germany has pursued enhanced cooperation between the federal government, the Länder and the public employment services. Yet, regional differences exist, and cooperation in rural areas could be improved.

In general, the assessment of the quality of traineeships is positive and the provision of training is successful. Germany has made progress with the promotion of training preparation and vocational training support for foreigners and the integration of young people with a migrant background and refugees, and those efforts need to continue.
Youth Guarantee monitoring – Key data

1. Main trends in young people's labour market performance

![Graphs showing youth unemployment rate and NEET rate](source: Eurostat, LFS (une_rt_a, lfsi_neet_a))

2. Youth Guarantee delivery

Germany presented its Youth Guarantee Implementation Plan in April 2014. The document presents all medium and long-term measures to improve structures to support young people’s integration into both vocational education/training and employment. January 1, 2014 was set as the start-date of the monitoring of YG in Germany.

The Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS) is responsible for establishing and managing the Youth Guarantee and for coordinating the associated partnerships across all levels and sectors. The Federal Employment Agency (BA) is the key service provider in the German labour market as it provides comprehensive placement into employment and into vocational education/training-as well as training services for individuals, businesses and other institutions. Finally, job centres provide services such as placement and advice, activation and integration, vocational education and training, continuing vocational training, and job placement with the aim of ending or reducing an individual’s need level, and assistance towards living expenses.

Further information is available in the national Youth Guarantee Implementation Plan.

---

1 The information below is taken from the country fiche related to the Youth Guarantee Data collection (full results can be found on [http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1143&langId=en#YGIF](http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1143&langId=en#YGIF)).
Outcomes

In a positive situation 6 months after exit (% exits)
45.2%

In YG beyond 4m target (% stock)
Change 2017-2018: -1.1 pp
53.0%

Implementation
Take-up of an offer within 4m (% exits)
53.0%
Change 2017-2018: +1.1 pp

Coverage
NEETs reached by the YG (% NEETs)
Change 2017-2018: -1.2 pp
65.6%

NEETs data were extracted from Eurostat, Labour Force Survey on 21 June 2019.

On average during 2018, 45.2% of those registered in the YG preparatory phase had been waiting for an offer for more than 4 months, a slight reduction from 2017 (46.3%) and just below the EU average of 48.6%.

Just over half of those leaving the YG in 2018 (53.0%) took up an offer within 4 months of registration, a slight increase from 2017 (+1.1 pp).

The number of people aged 15-24 registered in the German YG scheme in 2018 was, on average, 65.6% of the number in this age-group identified as NEET in the Labour Force Survey, though it should be noted that the populations may not fully overlap due to differences in definitions and recording methods.
**Previous year**

From the 2018 country report (EN - DE):

"**Employment growth continued, spurred by increased labour demand and supply.** Employment grew by 1.3 % in 2016 and 1.5 % in 2017, and by the third quarter of 2017 the employment rate climbed to 79.1% for those aged 20-64. This brought the unemployment rate for the age group 15-74 down further to a new postunification low of 3.8 % in 2017. Youth unemployment at 6.7% in 2017 was one of the lowest in the EU. Despite population ageing, the labour supply increased mainly driven by increasing labour market participation of women, older workers and incoming workers from other EU countries."

"**Germany has with 6.8 % (November 2017) one of the lowest youth unemployment rates in Europe.** The German dual system of vocational education and training provides an excellent approach to skill development; in particular initial vocational education and training. Thanks to this system the country enjoys low youth unemployment and provides young people with high skill levels. About 50 percent of all school-leavers attend vocational training provided by companies, reach high skills level allowing companies to acquire skilled staff. Overall, vocational integration benefits and services for young people are provided both by the Federal Government and by the Länder and local authorities. Job centres, employment agencies and youth welfare offices, providing social services, cooperate in order to provide young people with one-stop support. Germany also has various initiatives that all share the goal of helping young people to transit successfully from school to vocational training or academic study and subsequently into employment. "

"**While overall youth unemployment in Germany is one of the lowest in the EU, young people with a migrant background face challenges.** This is also reflected in the significantly higher NEET (young people neither in education, employment or training, aged 15-24) rate of third country nationals as compared to that of nationals (21.1% vs 5%). Moreover, the employment situation of native-born with foreign born parents (i.e. second-generation) is also unfavourable. (24)The proportion of early leavers from education and training among foreign-born students (23.2 %) was almost three times that of students born in Germany (8.2 %) in 2016."

"**The young are more vulnerable than the elderly in some respects.** In 2016, the material deprivation rate of people over 65 was considerably lower, at 7.0 %, than that of children below 18 (10.6 %). Persistent generational inequalities may have a severe impact on intergenerational fairness. (European Commission, 2017e). Moreover, Germany a high gap in the EU between people with disabilities and those without as regards being at risk of poverty or social exclusion (15.6 pps. vs the EU average of 10.1 pps. The rising cost of housing has a considerable impact on the poor. In 2016, despite an overall declining trend, the housing cost overburden rate of people at risk of poverty was still significantly above the EU average (15.6 % vs. 11.1 %). Social outcomes"

For further youth-related matters please refer to the country report.
Links to further information

Youth Guarantee Knowledge Centre – Including promising examples in Germany
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1327&langId=en

Youth Guarantee Implementation Plan

Where to register for the Youth Guarantee?

Youth Wiki Germany
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/en/content/youthwiki/overview-germany